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Tuesday, September 25, 2012 Dear Fellow Baseball Fan, Are you a baseball fan who wants to learn

more about the game? Do you want to coach a little league team or perhaps get your child into this sport?

Or perhaps you just want to learn about this sport so that you can play yourself? If so, then you need a

tutorial on basic baseball principals from little league to the major leagues. Baseball is the pastime of
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America, but it is not a sport that is confined to just the United States. It has been played since the 19th

century. Baseball has been played professionally for over 100 years. The first World Series of baseball

was played in 1904 and has been played ever since, with one exception. Perhaps you would like to learn

more about this game that has captivated not only Americans, but other cultures as well. Baseball is more

than just a game, but a culture. Most Americans are well aware of the game and have at least played it

once in their lives. There are many different baseball leagues all over the world. It is played not only in the

United States, but in Japan and in South America as well. In the United States, it is the national pastime.

If you have wanted to learn more about this fascinating game and perhaps even coach a little league

team, you need to learn more about the game. Not just the rules of baseball, which are rather easy to

follow, but the actual culture of the game as well as the history behind the game as well. What if you

could find out all there is to know about baseball under one tome? Do you think this would work for you?

Sound too good to be true? Its Not! What if I were to tell you that you learn everything you need to know

about baseball in one small book? That you could read this easy to read book and then be prepared to

coach a team, instruct a child or even be more informed about the game so that you can better enjoy

watching it on TV? It sounds crazy, but it is really true. There is such a book and you can pick up a copy

of it today. Baseball 101 You have probably heard the terms used in baseball and not understood what

they meant. Or perhaps you have been approached by a league and asked to be a coach for your child or

other children but were not sure about the rules, or how you can help someone be good at this sport.

Well, you do not have to worry any longer. Now you can have all of the information that you ever needed

about basketball all in one easy to read book. Why let everyone else take advantage of this book and

learn all the fun there is about baseball and not get in on it yourself? This book is easy to read and can

teach you all you want to learn about baseball. If you want a book that is easy to understand and takes

you step by step through the world of baseball, you need to take a look at.... Baseball 101 So Whats

Covered? 1) The History Of Baseball This will teach you everything you need to learn about the history of

baseball and how you can learn how the culture of the game grew from a simple sport to the billion dollar

franchise it is today. 2) How To Know All Levels Of Baseball There are many different levels of baseball.

While the rules may be the same, there is a difference between little league as well as the major leagues.

You can learn about all of them in this book. All levels of baseball are talked about in this book - from the

T-ball leagues to the Major Leagues and everything in between. Here is what you will learn inside this



guide....  The history of baseball  The different baseball positions  Rules of baseball  Baseball equipment 

Unique aspects of the culture of baseball  And a lot more! How Much Is That Worth To You? For only

$17, you can have the opportunity that you have always wanted. Learn everything that you ever wanted

to know about baseball. You can learn how to coach, how to teach your own youngster or even how to

play yourself. If you have always had questions about this popular sport, this is the book for you. This

book is written in an easy to understand language that makes it seem simple to learn about baseball. And

do you know why? Because it is simple. You just have to read this book and it will teach you everything

that you need to know. You can download today and get started learning about baseball tomorrow - its

that easy! I am so convinced that you will like this product that I am willing to put my money where my

mouth is and give you a full guarantee that you will get your money back if you are not satisfied with what

you read in this book! Thats right - if you fail to learn anything, get your money back. Im THAT convinced

that this is the right book for you!
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